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PURPOSE: | ; weds 

“To recommend the attached airtel | to all SACs be 
approved and disseminated. we Duta betittp oe wet an - 

: BECKCRCURR: teres ~Y os EB ze 3 see ‘e we gi i ‘ . Per ete ws . 

- George Cecil/Thomson, a civil engineer of Glendale, ti.“ 
California, first came to our attention on 10/3/64, shortly 

. after publication of the President's Commission Report on the ->- - 
Sees assassination. Since that time, Thomson has communicated with 
oo us on numerous occasions as well as with prominent individuals 

in Government and public life; for example, members of the ~ 
Commission and former Vice President Richard Nixon. oo 

Thomson claims he has discovered some vital evidence 
proving Lee Harvey Oswald is innocent. We have interviewed him — 
on several occasions and have found him to be “wild eyed," highly 
nervous and his general behavior suggests he may be suffering 

_ _from a } mental illness... 002. be € Lote eh Fal a 
Tina eo Saree, ; . moe glee, Ret Meng 0) lee L€ . 

corp Since his first contact with us, he has now published 
eS a 106-page treatise which he has entitled, #How President | 

Kennedy Really Was Killed" or "Thexquest Fok Truthi" This - 
treatise primarily takes issue with the scientific examinations 
,made with regard to the assassination weapon and the theories 

\ ser “éoncerning the sequence of the shots which killed the President. 
A His treatise has been thoroughly examined by our Laboratory and 
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pr? “found to be based on fallacious and incomplete information and =~ 
Bh _ 38 of no value. 5 mo . Se 
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ee For, additional details concerning Laboratory analysis 
of Thomson' s findings, see Jevons to Conrad memoranda dated ; 
AMATISS and 12/9/64. we TLE     an unusual aspect of Thomson's treatise is that while 
he is,in effect, criticizing scientific findings of our FBI . 
Laboratory, throughout his treatise he is complimentary of the- 

- FBI and, in fact, has dedicated it to us. He has drawn the ~° aie 
* [conclusion that the assassination was part of a plot to eliminate — 

the FBI, It is apparent Thomson does not see the inconsistency, : 
of his criticism and praise in the same documents 2     

   
   

   

Bo - Los angeles, by communication dated 12/3/64, advised - 
vices information was received that Thomson plans to publish his °-:= 
7 treatise and that initially 10,000 copies will be disseminated. 

Since it is possible copies will be disseminated to prominent -~ 
officials and individuals throughout the country who in turn ." . 
will bring it to the attention of our various field offices, 
it is felt the field should be appropriately alerted. moe 

  

RECOMMENDATION 8 

    That the attached airtel to all SACs be approved and . . 
disseminated, alerting the field to Thomsone - Do tee npg seston onesies Rene 
OG on RR 

     

  

   
 


